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W"H<NGTO N

To: James Cannon
From: Sam Halper

'f:f/

7/14/75

1. Breakfas ted with Marlow Cook. He would like to go to San
Juan but fears a) the mischief that might be done with the
sort of all-out press conferenc e that would certainly ensue
upon his appearan ce, and b) that Res. C.onun. Jaime Benitez might
insist on going along which would greatly impede Cook's mission to talk confiden tially and frankly I a to the Governor so as
to bring the work of the Sdhoc Ad~sor.y Group to a successfu l
conclusio n.
I am pe»suaded by this reasoning . More of Don Jaime's grandstan ding
and childishn ews are not what is needed at thisatime . The final
meeting of the . . . . Group, Thursday to Saturday July 31August 2, should produce an agre ed-upon, viable document and
this will take s ome horse-tra ding--no t too much--th at can best
be done between Sen. Cook and Gov. Hernandez Colon. The
Senator and I therefore agre ed that it might be best if the
Governor --using as pretext the need to deal with pressing
mat t ers in Washingt on, as he
invariab ly
does--arr ived, say, next we ek and talked with Cook.

I phoned this noon Senator Miguel Hernandez Agosto, a reliable
intermed iary, and asked if I need go down to Puerto Rico to
extend the invitatio n ll or whether it could be done by phone.
Sen. Hernandez said: "He J[9Uld very much apprecia te your
appraisa l of the situatile ». You have both establish ed a bette
~elationship tha&1you realize. I strongly advise you to come
and discuss the matter with the Governor ."'
Sen. Hernandez
asked if I could arrive before.T hursday evening and I said
I believed that I could.
Question s
*Do you agree that the Governor should come here rather than
have Cook go there?
*Do you agree that I should make an advance trip before
Thursday evening to see the Governor and, incidenta lly,Muno z, as
well as a few others? (Munoz did not attend the hearing last
week. The reason given was that he had the
flu. This
rna~ be. Sen. Cook, however, helieve s it was a diplomat ic illness;
that Munoz, fearing failure, did not want to be present. I have not
yet been able to ascertain whether this is so.)
Sen. Hernandez will see the Governor and call back at 5 P. M.
or aftero I would apprecia te knowing, before he calls, whether
you concur with the projected arrangem ent: 1) Halper to go
Puerto Rico this week, 2) The Governor to come to Vashingto n before
the final meeting, preferab ly next week.
Sorry to give you such short notice buttlll lllllllll lllllll•
was unable to reach you.

~~
7/16/75
To: Jim Cannon
From: Sam Halper
If there is one change that ought to come out of the Adhoc
Advi s ory Group hearings, it i s a change in the minimum wage
law. Puerto Rico simply has to be able to manipulate its
wage scale so as to sop up some of that surplus labor.
How to do it is another matter. There has to be a way
and Marlow• Cook asked me to ask you to get a couple of
bright lawyers from the Labor Dept. to do the job.
First thing, they should talk wmth Lawyer Cook.
This needs to be done before the final meet, starting
July 31, and it may take a good hunk of time.

I~

J\lJ.y 22,

1915

Ji.mt

Befor e we meet and talk about the New
Ri.~ ti-Old Right I w uld reeommend this
artic le. It was writt en in 1934, updat ed
1939 and is stUl proba bly the best
piece em the subje ct. The autho r dich 1 t wr1te
-worth a damn in the .first par~ ·•
"
t11w never thele ss •••
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The Theoretical Relations of Fascism
to Liberalism
By Sam G. Halper
Graduate Student, Columbia UniYersity

ONTEMPORARY liberal democracies view fascism as a repugnant threat to their form of
society. To them, Hitler and Mussolini
seem as dangerous as the followers of
Marx. They feel that fascism, like
communism, offers only contradictions
to their present social and economic
organization.
On the other hand, the Marxists, far
from accepting this point of view, have
designated fascism as a stage of capitalism. Still, they apparently have not
recognized the corollary of their analysis-that since fascism and liberalism are both stages in the development
of capitalism-their theoretical bases
must have many elements in common.
The fascists, denying the Marxist
viewpoint, themselves agree with the
prevalent opinion that their doctrine
is a complete rejection of economic
liberalism. In fact the annals of fascism are iilled with diatribes against
liber alism. Said Mussolini: "Fascism
has taken up an attitude of complete
opposition to the doctrines of liberalism both in the political iield and in
the iield of economics. . . . '' Pietro
Gorgolino, important fascist leader,
reaffirms this, saying, ''Against the
liberal bourgeois state that has creat ed the monopolies and the capitalist
wealth, fascism rises compactly and
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battles for the transformation, within
its own precincts, of the state organism.''
Various considerations indicate that
fascism, instead of being the antithesis
of liberalism, is in many ways identical with it. Laski says in his Rise of
Liberalism: ". . . What produced
liberalism was the emergence of a new
economic society at the end of the
middle ages .... In its living principle,
it was the idea by which the new middle
class rose to a position of political
dominance .... The idea of liberalism,
in short, is historically connected, in
an inescapable way, with the ownership of property." Economic liberalism can be deiined as that doctrine
which holds that the social welfare is
best promoted by the institution of
private property as guided by free
competition. Inevitably, therefore, it
is against any forces or structures,
such as large scale industries, that
tend to monopoly. For these reasons
liberalism is a doctrine that favors the
middle class because competition implies a large number of small entrepreneurs.
Liberalism iirst asserted its creed
in a deiinite manner when it appeared
as the reaction of the middle class
against mercantilism. The more advanced states of Europe were foster-
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ing monopolies, promulgating heavy state with certain economic forces
tariffs, navigation laws, etc., that re- ... , '' says Eli Ginzberg in his House
sulted in a stifling of competition and of Adam Smith.
The old restrictions of mercantilism
retarding of industry's normal denot formally been withdrawn be- .
had
state
time
this
at
Because
velopment.
intervention was virtually prohibit- fore a new process of regulation being competition, economic liberalism gan. There were primarily two causes
grasped at the idea that laissez faire for this. The first was the appearance
was the logical way to the attainment of dirty factory cities in which the mill
hands lived like animals. The liberal
of its principles.
After the triumph of liberalism, it theoreticians pressed by the Tories
appeared as though the liberals who had a long "landlord" tradition
thought that a bountiful Providence of taking care of their help, felt that
had created an order of nature in a policy of mitigating this condition
which the individual owner of prop- would conform to their aim of promoterty was compelled, in following his ing society's welfare and at the same
own objectives, to labor for the com- time not conflict with their primary
mon good. The basic doctrine of eco- aim of promoting the middle class's
nomic liberals then, was that the re- welfare. The British Parliament inigime of economic liberty would al- tiated an increasing number of indusmost automatically direct production trial laws which regulated the relainto channels that would provide, as tions of employers and employees. The
effectively as possible, socially needed second and most important cause of
commodities and services. Actually, the breakdown of laissez faire was the
the term, "The welfare of 'society'," discovery that that doctrine encourwas to a large extent identified with aged the growth of those obstructions
the welfare of the middle class, and against which the liberals had so restill is. J ,iberalism is a doctrine pro- cently battled. They discovered what
mulgated by the middle class whose has since become an obvious economic
attachment to competition in capital- fact-that competition negates comism proceeds from the fact that com- petition. Without governmental repetition is the medium in which it straint large industries arose, driving
exists and grows. Any talk of promot- the small entrepreneur out of busiing the general welfare of society, ness, forming combinations that mohowever sincere and well meant, is, nopolized certain fields until it seemed
historically speaking, a bit of ration- that competition, the mainspring of
capitalism, was being choked to death.
alization to justify this attachment.
It should be noted for later refer- Since then we have witnessed an inence that only for a very limited creasing number of laws designed to
amount of time, after the triumph of offset this tendency. Capitalist society,
liberalism, if ever, did Western capi- save where large industry is wholly
talism adhere to absolute laissez faire. in control, has almost universally set
For the aim of liberalism was claimed itself to the task of nullifying what
to be the social well-being of society seems to be an inevitable tendency of
arrived at through competition in capi- the capitalist system.
It is undeniable that liberalism has
talism, and when it became obvious
that laissez faire was most destructive retraced its steps since the day of
of competition it was abandoned for Adam Smith. But is the abandonment
intervention. Even "Adam Smith did of laissez faire a change in the aims of
not object to the interference of the liberalism or merely a change in the
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means by which the liberals hope to
attain those aims? The historian of
English liberalism, W. Lyon Blease,
denies that it is a change in the objectives of liberalism. He says, ''Paradoxical as it may appear to say that a
positive policy of constant interference
is the same as a negative policy of constant abstention, it is true that the
mental habit at the back of one is
identical with that at the other. Both
aim at emancipating the individual
from the things which prevent him
from developing his natural capacities. The Manchester School .saw only
the fetters which directly impede him.
The modern liberal sees also the want
of the positive aids without which he
is only half free.''
The automatic adjustments visualized by the laissez faire economists had
failed to materialize, and liberalism
swung back again to intervention, still
intent on .securing its theoretical aim
-a competitive capitalism responsive
to the social needs of the people. The
intervention of the state was designed
in the hope that it could check the
growth of large corporate organizations that were stifling initiative and
incentive in capitalism, and incidentally the small entrepreneur.
'T his attitude has persisted to the
present day. In 1909, Hobson in the
Crisis of Liberalism stated a point of
view that was even then synonymous
with liberalism: " ... Wherever obstructions to economic liberty are
found, the state must exert its powers,
either to restore free competition, or,
where that is impracticable or unwise,
to substitute a public monopoly in
which all share ... the profits of which
pass to a favored few.
''The new liberalism has absorbed
this teaching and is preparing to put
it into practice. These legal or economic privileges, which impede or cancel competition are also recognized to
be responsible for the degrading toil
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and poverty of the lower strata of our
population and the equally degrading
idleness and luxury of the upper
strata, the two counterparts of the
same economic facts.''
When fascism arose, it also formulated its program in terms of middle
class needs and objectives. The Germany of 1933 and the Italy of 1922
were witnessing an aggravation in the
plight of the middle class. This study
is concerned with the theoretical appeal that fascism made to this class.
It does not discuss how sincere these
promises were. Nor does it by any
means intend to say much about the
fulfillment of this appeal. That is material for a much lengthier study. Still
it is important that fascism's appeal
be understood. That it is, in program
at least, an address to the needs of
the middle class is hardly disputable.
Students all the way from J. S. Barnes
and Gottfried Feder on the Right, 'T.
V. Smith in the Center, to John
Strachey and Lewis Corey on the Left
agree on this.
In both Italy and Germany the conditions of competitive capitalism, a
medium in which the middle class
flourishes, were disappearing. In Italy,
the primary causes were the spread of
militant labor organizations, the
growth of consumer's cooperatives,
the deliberate fostering by the state
for war purposes of large scale industry and monopolistic practices, the
dumping of war goods, and the land
and factory seizures of 1920. Fascism
appeared in order to save capitalism
from a class-conscious proletariat,
secondarily, to destroy monopoly as
far as possible, and to remove other
checks imposed on competition during
the war. Socialism was for a time an
actual threat there, but the depressing
grip of monopolistic business was not
quite the menace that it was in Germany, for Italy had a peculiarly underdeveloped economy. She was, in the
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main, necessarily doomed to be a small
scale producer for she lacks important
natural resources-iron, coal, petroleum, and cotton.
Petty shopkeepers in post-war Italy
had seen their stores commandeered
by the socialist chambers, councils, and
leagues, and their businesses threatened with extinction by municipalized
or cooperative agencies. The small
bourgeoisie, the whole non-proletarian
consuming class, resented the high
wages of artisans s8t by war conditions or by strike and boycott.
In agriculture the situation was
somewhat different. Because of the
unsuitability of Italy for large scale
industrial economy, her main industry
was agriculture. In this case the restoration of competition and initiative
meant, not only the destruction of the
socialist agrarian leagues and the
restitution of land they had seized, but
also necessitated a program of spezzamento-subdivision of large estates.
But in all cases the appeal was primarily on the basis of the recreation
of a competitive economy, a type
favorable to the middle class. To do
this, expropriation by the socialists
through high wages and consumer's
cooperatives was stopped, and conversely, promises were made that
large estates would be subdivided into
small units. Major J. S. Barnes, head
of the Fascist Institute of Internation
Studies at Lausanne states: "Fascism
sets out to do all it can to defend and
encourage the institution of private
property, especially in the form of
small ownership .... In Italy the number of such small owners or part owners still forms a very large proportion
of the population; small agricultural
proprietors or half-share farmers,
small shopkeepers owning their own
shops, small independent business men
of all kinds, artisans owning their own
tools. This is the class which fascism
honors most.... ''
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In Germany the middle class faced
a somewhat similar situation. Here,
however, big business was not the exception but the rule, and though labor
was less militant, its demands for good
wages and good working conditions,
backed by excellent trade-union organization and state encouragement
and recognition, were a threat to the
middle class. This group derived its
margin of profit from an ability to pay
its labor poorly and "sweat" it in illadapted workshops, and not from an
ability to organize production economically, and scientifically.
'The peasantry also has its complaint. Its annual tax burden had been
doubled since 1914. In 1932 there had
been a •Considerable decrease in the
price of meat, dairy and poultry products. A tariff on wheat worked mainly
for the benefit of the large estates, for
the small farmer rarely produced
grain. The small farmers also wished
a tariff on their products, but the industrialists, who desired low tariffs
to facilitate foreign trade, lower the
cost of living, and reduce wages, had
been reluctant enough about yielding
to the Junker demand for the wheat
tariff and were absolutely adamant
against yielding to the small farmers.
To aggravate this the government had
been subsidizing the large Junker estates through the Osthilfe instead of
subdividing the land among the peasantry.
In addition to their grievances
against a well-organized proletariat,
whose wage demands left them practically unable to compete with a better
organized industry and whose cooperatives did a business of a billion marks
each year, the middle class reacted violently against large scale industry. In
no country of the world had cartelization been carried out to such an extent. In 1932 there were 3000 of these
industrial structures.
Unquestionably German capitalism

<'
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was not characterized by unlimited
free competition between unorganized
small entrepreneurs. And as in Italy
the mass basis of fascism was the
middle class. Frederick L. Schuman,
one of the more careful historians of
German fascism, said: "Nazi appeals
were addressed from the beginning to
a Kleinerburgertum filled with resentment against capital and labor, the upper and nether mill stones of an economic system which seemed to be
grinding the German 'forgotten man'
into the dust. This resentment found
voice in attacks upon 'capitalism' and
upon 'Marxism,' for the petty bourgeois felt himself being dragged almost unwillingly to the social level of
the proletariat through the pressure of
corporate industry and finance. Trusts
and trade unions were both assailed as
iniquitous and unpatriotic."
The fascists claim that their doctrine is antithetical to liberalism, but
this claim is untenable. In the doctrinaire sense, both fascism and liberalism aim at a restoration of competition
in industry; both assail the development of large corporate structures that
are negating competitive capitalism;
and both arose out of the middle clas~
which sought a restoration of the conditions favorable to small enterprise.
Fascism is merely reiterating the
stand of liberalism when it calls for
state intervention to break up and prevent the formation of large scale industry and restore initiative and incentive to capitalism. J. A. Hobson in
1909 called for a People's Charter
'' ... to tax or control a new form of
monopoly or inequality.... It [the
Charter] aims primarily not [Hobson's italics] to abolish the competitive system. . . . '' This is the desire,
lately mirrored in the theory of fascism, to destroy big business and to return capitalism to the condition of
small scale competitive industry.
One need not stop with Hobson if he

---...
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seeks to show liberalism's attitude toward large scale industry. ''Adam
Smith's reaction to the large business
units of his time ... [was] he thoroughly disliked them,'' says Eli Ginzberg. How near this is to the statement
of Gottfried Feder, officially designated as the leading Nazi economist,
when he states in his Hitler's Official
Program: '' ... being a determined opponent of all the great capitalists
whose aim it is to mobilize for themselves all ... values .... National Socialism expressly demands the state
protection of property. . . . ''
Of course, there are certain industries that cannot be restored to a competitive basis: communication systems, mines, ship-yards, and so on.
In such cases, fascism and liberalism
have similar solutions which say that
if profits cannot be spread indirectly
through breaking up the industry into
small units, this result may be
achieved directly through nationalization or profit sharing. Says Feder: "It
is of course out of the question to run
mines, blast furnaces, rolling mills or
shipyards on a small scale, but a hundred thousand free and independent
master shoemakers are better than
five monster shoe factories.'' Later
Feder expands this, saying: '' ... We
must endeavour to introduce profit
sharing as far as possible in all businesses in which the profits go exclusively into the pockets of professional
investors.'' 'T he thirteenth and fourteenth planks of the permanent 25point Nazi platform reenforce this
point of view by stating:
"13-We demand the nationalization of all trusts.
14-We demand profit sharing in
the large concerns.''
And the liberal, Hobson, reiterates:
''. . . Wherever obstructions to economic liberty are found, the state must
exert its powers, either to restore free
competition, or, when that is imprac-
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ticable or unwise, to substitute a public monopoly, in which all share, for a
private monopoly the profits of which
pass to a favored few.''
The land program of these two
creeds also bears striking similarity.
Feder says: "National Socialism expressly demands the state protection
of property in land.... '' And Hobson
echoes : ''An equal stake in the valuable uses of land, with publicly guaranteed security of tenure for those who
want to work or live upon a piece of
land, is now a generally accepted principle among all grades of thoughtful
liberals.''
The connection between fascism and
liberalism is quite organic and real.
Both owe their origins to one classthe petty bourgeoisie. They are merely
variant expressions at different times
of the need of the middle class for
competitive capitalism, its medium of
existence. In the final analysis, what
the theory of fascism would do, is to
seek the aims of liberalism. It would
make the state actively intervene in
industry. The aims are not different.
Fascists have simply discovered what
liberalism discovered scores of years
ago-that the automatic adjustments
envisioned by the Manchester School
did not materialize. It is a long time
since liberalism rejected the method
of "hands-off" to insure initiative and
competition in industry. It realized
long ago that the state would have to
make some adjustments to make capitalism more conducive to competition.
In the following quotation from the
work of the authoritative fascist economist, Paul Einzig, Economic Foundations of Fascism, he shows himself to
be in actual agreement with liberal
economic theory but also shows that he
realizes that the state must intervene
to secure the ends desired by the petty
bourgeoisie, the class of liberalism and
fascism: " ... The main object of the
corporate state is the planning of pro-
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duction and the determination of distribution in accordance with changing
requirements. Under the system of
laissez faire, the factors determining
production and distribution are, as a
rule, allowed to take care of themselves. During periods of economic
stability, stagnation, or actual progress, this system works, on the whole,
to the satisfaction of mankind. It is
during periods of instability-whether
caused by sudden progress or sharp
setbacks-that the disadvantages of
laissez faire became evident. The socalled 'automatic' adjustment of
production and distribution to sudden
changes is a slow and painful process.
A great advantage of the fascist economic system is that it facilitates and
accelerates [italics mine] the process
of readjustment, reducing to a minimum the 'transition periods,' and allaying to a great extent their inevitable disadvantages. In a corporate
state, wages and salaries, wholesale
and retail prices, and the cost of living
can be adjusted more easily than in
a country where the process of adjustment is left to take care of itself.''
Einzig, in attacking the .s ystem of
laissez faire, is tilting his lance at a
straw man. Even if laissez faire were
still the method of liberalism, he would
be in essential agreement with the
creed. For laissez faire was at best
nothing but a vehicle for liberalism,
to be abandoned, as it was, if it didn't
serve well. Einzig states no new aims.
He does not attack any of the aims of
present-day liberal capitalistic society.
He simply points out that more intervention is needed in order to make this
system operative in the competitive
sense. He deplores the fact that the
automatic adjustments do not materialize and .seeks to make the machine go in some other way.
A difference must be admitted between fascism and liberalism but it is
the impression of the writer that it is

•J
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a difference in latitud e only. While it
is true that both schools believe in the
same ends, as Einzig inadve rtently admits, the means employ ed by one are
harshe r, a more standa rdized procedure, than those employ ed by the
other. 'T he liberal s do not press as
hard or as thorou ghly for state intervention . But that is only a matter of
degree. In more advanc ed liberal s, like
Hobson, the difference is not discern ible.
Then why, one may ask, has the
middle class deserte d liberal ism for
fascism 1 It is true that liberal ism still
adhere s to the mode of democ racy as
a means of influencing the state to its
ends. Howev er, the growth and rationali zation of industr y, bringin g with
it the develo pment of new and powerful classe s-the big bourge oisie and
the industr ial prolet ariat-h as caused
a decrea se in the power of the middle
class in the democ ratic state. For example, the age of Populi st, or obviously middle class parties in this
country , has long passed . In many nations the middle classes have recognized this state of affairs and have
adopte d a creed of totalita rianism in
the belief that having once gained
power, they would, on the basis of this
theory make the state amenab le to
their interes ts and their interes ts
alone. It is more possible, in a Fascistic state, to work out a system atic
type of interve ntion and to secure a
compe titive capital ism, than in a demoratic state wherei n all classes must be
satisfie d.
It is interes ting to note that fascism
at the outset went throug h a laissez
faire stage, just as liberal ism did. The
situati on quite resemb led that in which
the liberal s, as a reactio n agains t the
state-f ostered large industr ies of mercantilis m, announ ced a progra m of
laissez faire in the belief that the opposite means would surely secure the
opposi te ends-s mall compe titive in-
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dustry. After the war, during which
the Italian state had encour aged the
develo pment of all sorts of large industry , fascist s commi tted the error
made by liberal s almost two centuri es
ago. In short, the fascist s came out for
laissez faire. Mussol ini had the same
aims as when he later espous ed intervention , but at this time he believe d
that the return of compe tition to industry could best be effecte d by a
laissez faire policy. Says Signor Volpe,
histori an of Italian fascism : '' ... In
his [Musso lini's] progra m [1921] one
sees a great desire for ... freedom for
produc ers from the weight of the paternal and interfe ring state of which
he had had experie nce during the war.
... '' Michael Florins ky says the same
thing, but made the traditio nal error
of reducin g liberal ism to laissez faire
when he states in his Fascism and N ational Socialism: "At the Rome Congress [1921] the party progra m was
duly accepte d ... it ... declare d itself
in favor of economic liberal ism on the
ground that the economic activiti es of
a nation must not be handed over to
the contro l of bureau cratic agenci es.''
One of the mo.st interes ting aspects
of fascism has been its attemp t to deny
or at least to minimize the existen ce
of classes. In Italy the worker s and
their bosses meet in the corpor ate
state. In Germa ny the Labor Front,
substit uted for the trade unions , includes not only the worker s but also
the employ ers. This attemp t of fascism to ignore or suppre ss class feelings is also charac teristic of liberalism. For example, during the last
election horror- stricke n editors accused Mr. Roosev elt of raising the
class issue. In both liberal and fascist
states it is well unders tood that a general accepta nce of the class strugg le
theory leads to a death .struggle between labor and capital . This results
in the crushin g of the middle class,
and eventu ally in the subjug ation of

.....,

one class to the other. It is of primar y
import ance to both these types of capitalist society to minimize this concept.
In this countr y the tenden cy is to ignore the idea a.s much as possible. In
the fascist countri es they feed castor
oil to those who hold it too strongl y,
and tell the rest that there are no
classes anywa y-that all are workin g
togeth er for the common weal.
One of the fascist argum ents in
urging the superio rity of its system ,
is, that the liberal subord inates the
state to the individ ual, wherea s under
fascism the individ ual is subord inated
to the state. 'T his theory is widely held.
In actuali ty no state has ever existed
for any period of time that did not
represe nt, or preten d convin cingly
that it was represe nting, the interes ts
of its membe rs. The final sanctio n of
any form of govern ment is that it does
represe nt its constit uent elements.
Every theory of govern ment which
has ever made an appeal to the people,
whethe r it uses the langua ge of parliamen tary democ racy or not, pleads
that it will be nearer to the people 's
desires than the system it seeks to
replace . Essent ially, this is the stuff
of democracy, and both liberal ism and
fascism cannot avoid buildin g on this
princip le. Howev er much the fascist s
may talk about the ''nothi ngness '' of
the individ ual, they say, as did Mussolini to Emil Ludwi g: "In our state
the individ ual is not depriv ed of freedom." They reaffirm what Alfred o
Rocco, former fascist ministe r of justice, stated: '' ... we, too, mainta in the
necess ity of safegu arding the conditions that make for the free development of the individ ual; we, too, believe
that the oppres sion of individ ual personalit y can find no place in the
modern state.' '
The fascist doctrin e of interve ntion
in the economic scene, however, the
fascist s .suppose to be unusua l. They
point out that they regulat e economic
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and social life so that it coincides with
the nationa l interes t. This, of course,
is hardly new, as Eli Ginzbe rg ·amply
demon strates when speaki ng of a man
who lived a centur y and a half ago,
and who, inciden tally, was suppos ed
to be one of the fathers of the ''atomistic" liberal creed. "Adam Smith,
like all social philoso phers except the
anarch ists, was more interes ted in the
commo nwealt h than in the individ ual
membe rs of the commo nwealt h.'' Einzig states nothin g liberal ism could not
agree to when he says : "It is only
when, in the opinion of the author ities,
private activit y is not in accord ance
with nationa l interes t that they decide
to interve ne. This interve ntion may
be either active or passive . If the governmen t consid ers that in a certain
directi on individ ual initiati ve does not
adequa tely meet require ments, it will
interve ne to stimula te produc tion in
that particu lar branch .''
Libera lism also firmly believes that
the state has interes ts which are over
and above those of many of its individual elements. Otherw ise it could
never regulat e public utilitie s. But it
is frank enough to recognize a principle concer ning which fascism is convenien tly vague -that the state, in the
final analysi s, is the servan t of its
membe rs.
'T here is no quarre l in theory between the states of fascism and liberalism. Citizens in a liberal state are
given more latitud e, it is true, than in
a fascist state. A man in a fascist society who talks about overth rowing the
govern ment is shot. The liberal state
waits until he does someth ing more
danger ous than that. This differe nce is
import ant. But all govern ments have
always insiste d that the claims or
rights to self-de velopm ent of any of
their constit uent membe rs must not
conflict with the sovere ignty of the
state.
Howev er, in actual life the fascist
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Our Puerto Rican friends are jitt ery.

With reason.
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Thursday, 7/17/75, I met with Governor Rafael Hernandez Colon (RHC)
at his Ponce home fo r four hours of talk directly after arr ~v~ng
in San Juan (where Sen. Miguel Hernandez Agosto met me and
drove me to Ponce). I expressed to RHC some misgivings about
the overwhelming extent to which the April 12, 1975 proposals
of the Puerto Rican members of the Adhoc Advisory Group
won ratification of their views at the full Group meeting in
Washington, July 10-12. With some negotiations still to come,
tihe meeting, chaired by US Co-Chairman Marlow Cook (Puerto Rican
Co-Chairman Luis Munoz Marin was absent),adopted in principle,
and in some cases specificall~ very basic Puerto Rican
proposals, mainly:
1. Block grants.
2. Exceptions to be made for Puerto Rico r~ garding a) mmnimum
wages and b) environmental protection.
3. Puerto Rico's right to negotiate special arrangements with
foreign states in matters economic, s cientific, cultural,
educational, etc.
4. Puerto Rico 1' s right to legislate a) tariffs and b) immigration
restrictions.
The details for some of these have still to be worked out in the
final meeting this coming Thursday through Saturday, July 31August 2 and the proceedings may yet run into much difficulty ,
particularly with
the more far-reaching proposals
stilJ pending, e.g. applicability of federal laws to
Puerto Rico. Basically, the dramatic-seeming changes i~ status
are heavily circumscribed, e.g. Puerto Rico's abi~ity to
negotiate agreement with foreign states requires the acquiescence
of the DOS; Puerto Rico's restrictions on immigration would
have to be mutually agreed to by Puerto Rico's Governor
and the Pre!ident of the u.s., and so on. The realities of the
arrangements would, so far, be less real than apparent.

new

Nevertheless they are seen--rightly perhaps--as opening wedges
and have caused alarm among:
# Statehood partisans in Puerto Rico led by ~-Gov. Luis Ferre
and ... all-but-chosen gubernatorial nominee Carlos Romero
Barcelo, both of the New P.rogres:dve Party (NPP).
#.:Americans who have been il}.vol ved in the .Sdhoc Advisory Group
hearings, e.g. Senator Bennett Johnston, a member of the US
delegation and, to a much lesser extant, Rep. Don Clawson.
# Some Commonwealth partisans--American and Puerto ~can-who see in the overwhelming adoption of the proposals of April 12
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the possibility of setting in motion such a reaction in Congress
("How the hell do they get the right to set tariffs or restrict
immigration; we from the state of X or Y or Z don't have such
rights, why . . . - . . they?") as t-total rejection of the
Adhoc Group report.
t!~ '"v~
Even Marlow Cook, who has expedited many of these changes--t6 an
extent that caused Gov. Hernandez Colon to express his .........
amazement to me--has at times reflected that the extent of the
changes may prove to be counter-productive when sent up to the
White House and Congress. (Parenthetically, Cook hast(shown
some ambivalence about the product of his Group. While assisting
the Puerto Ricans b~ pointing out the reasonableness of their
requests and by skilfully riding herd on Clawson and, to a greater
extent on Sen. Jbhnston, at other times Lawyer Cook has
privately expressed misgivings as to the
political
practicality of what is being done . He has also said that he was
wearied of going around about the matter; till he wanted to
see it concluded. Cook' 's ambivalence is understdndable-this and
other public service is taking him away from his practice. But
at the same time he obviously enjoys this work, seeking it
out as a public service and to advarrce his own political
ambitions. But reasonable or not li~s alternate expressions--of
concern with what he is doing and of his desire to get it over
with--are occasionally confusing.)
To return to the narrative, I went over much of this ground--making
discreet exceptions of course--with the Governor that evening
in Ponce and suggested that it might be usefu1 to ascertain for
himself, on the ground, the political feasibility of pressing
further some of the proposals of April 12. I pointed out that
Resident Commissioner Jaime Benitez was pressing into even more
sensitive territory, e.g. Puerto Rico ' s proposal to rule on the
applicability of federal legislation.
The Governor was plainly somewhat troubled. Fe saw the danger of
going further and proposed instead that the idhoc Group might
agree upon far-reaching principles affecting the relations of
Puerto Rico with the US without, however, moving their practical
impleme~tion at this time . Quite obviously, he wanted to
satisfy his Popular Party people who seek further au$onomy without,
at the same time, so displeasing the administration and
Congress that Pueeto Blico would wind up getting nothing or
damned little . Here, once more, was a confusion of reality
with the appearance of reality. I told RHC that in my opinion_
a broad declaration of pninciples, however generally phrase ~
and unimplemented at this time, might nonetheless be seized upollll
as an actuality by some Con~essmen and Senators and vigorously
rejected, endangering ail the work of the Group. I suggested to
the Governor a more Fabian approach. RHC talked on. He said that
Phil Burton had promised to deliver the House on the Puerto
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Ri«an proposals and 11 I don 1 t find myself in a . . position to
contradict his judgement. 11 But a little later: 11 My general
knowledge makes me leery of this. However, I ' m not in a
position to question Don Jaime (Benitez, Resident Commis s ioner
and strong believer in Phil Burton) on this. Burton is so
confident that he can get this thing through ••• it is imposdble
for me to get a better reading than his o~rn opinion. I could
talk to Carl Albert on this but he doesn' t know it and would
express vague opinions. 11
I sugbested that Rep. Burton, if he wins, wa~ 1/3 of a
v-ictory. The Governor took this up: "In the Senate I'd have to
get Scoop to give an honest appraisal, to focus on this--....
diff icult to do." • I made a final sugc;estion: 11 You have very
fine fingertips and if I were you I would not forego use of t~os~
_ , . f:ii.ngertips. 11 He said: "Let me think on this." Forty
minutes later, at dinner, he said: 11 I will go to Washington
next week during the weekend. 11 And so he did, arriving Sunday
evening, July 27, staying at the Georgetown Inn. On Monday
afternoon he phoned: he had seen Jackson, was going to see Sen.
Johnston later in the day, then added: 11 It is a good thing that
I've come." He asked when he could see you. H:iis ap poin tmen t
with you is Tuesday at 5 p,, M. He asked me to come b~ for a ta~
before the appointment and to accompany him to your off ice. If it
is alright with you I 1 ll come along.
In a three hour talk the following (Friday) evening with ex-Gov.
Luis Munoz Marin,. the old man ~icateEi he would attend the
final sessions but basically he was in a negative mood such
as I have _,never see~im in. He said that he had originally
suggeste d to the Puerto Rican members a more farreaching set of proposals, seeing these as bargaining cpunters
to be traded away during the neg~t~ati4ns but that he had been
overr uled by the other Puerto Ri«an delegates. "Now, what we
propose goes far below the plebiscite mandate." Munoz was
specific on some is sues. Regarding the permanent commiss iont he
ackDow1edged the danger that it might become a closed
brueaucracy, nevertheless he supported the idea.
Munnz revealed a great deal of unease. With unemployment
rising insistently, investors staying away in drov~from
Puerto Rican factories and bonds and the inefficacy of Bootstrap
daily more evident, ridts are appearing in the party he founded,
the Partido Popular. Nothing succeeds like a lack of succes s
M1 amplifying the dif t'erences between a country's leaders. And nothing
.......... brings on that state of querulousness, that disiutegration
of firm principle like the
sweetish smell of
decaying hopes . Munoz
ewidemced the decay clearly
omthe issue of immigrationo
Once the most catholic of men, the most

fa~seeing

of leaders,
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free of cant and prejudice, today on the is sue of restricting
immi g ration into Puerto
Rico--in effe ct barring Cubans,
for that is the real
point of the proposal at this
moment--Luis Munoz Marin has travel l ed far toward xenophobia.
In the old days no one had done so much to open Puerto Rico ' s
heart to the exile C~bans. When, some momths before the Bay
of Pigs, I suggested he give refuge to Manolo Ray, leader of the
left center exiles opposing Castro and the righist policies of the
CI&, Munoz unhesitatinglf invited him to Puerto Rico and gave
him a job in government •
housing, thereby shielding
Ray from the FBI which hdd been has s ling him. LMM did the
same fo r al l the exiles and they flourishe d. But two weeks
ago he said he supported immigration r es t r ictions. He went on
to discus s the Cuban influence, focus s ing on Carlos Cas taneda,
editor of El Nuevo llia, liveliest paper on the i s Pand.
El Nuevo Dia has been focus s ing on political corruption among
legislators, thus ine~itably on the Popula res who have been
longe st at the trough. The Cubans, said Munoz, had ~ifferent
customs and they had brought a kind of journalism and thinking
to Puerto Rico that was aliew to the island and was disturbing
it. I was astounded.
Which brings me to another, npt-unrelated matter. For some tiMe
I have been feeling that enactment of the propos als allowing
Puerto Rico to
regulate its mm immigration and tariff s
could be dangerous. This is a people with a pronounced lack of
confidence, a strong, underlying sense of ~fer~rity that, in
times
of crisistl would make them peculiarly susceptible to
demagogy and xenophobia. . . . . Given control over immigDation
and tariff s I could see them react to a real ~......~.........
or imagined national c~isis _.. not by me e ting the iss ues but
by self-righteously defending themselves against their sense
of inadequaCY by putting up barriers against all sorts of
competition--whether from goods or people--a suicidal move
fo~ aneampty land bare of til resourc e s save hungry,
ne e dy manpower.
Luis Ferre, whom I saw Saturday afternoon, July 1~, and with
whom I talked briefly on the phone the fo l lowing da~ ........
is also querulous and jittery. (I had tried to see Ferre on
my first trip to Pue r to Rico in June, but he was off -island.)
Fe r re complained that the April 12 proposals ~e
tiiiiiii..• Puerto Rican members of the Adhoc Advisory Group
had been worked out in a separate me e ting, were therefore
not in accordance with the rules of t he Group. The Puerto Ricans gave
the impres ,3 ion they had the authority to do vrhat they did,
he said, but actually they l acked such a ufuhority and ha d
created an unfair situation fo:b the President. Said Ferr e:
"The Preside nt could be caught in the trap and be forced to
cons ider a serie s of requests that were not those of the whole
Commit t ee. Later, when Congress refus e d some of these points
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because they are contrary to the Constitutio n, it would appear
like rejection of Puerto Rico." In sum, the Munoz group had
acted contrary to the spirit of the A.dhoc Group. So "The
Americans would be put in the position of being bad boys.
And the Pre$ident will become a badl boy. And then Congress."
On the other hand, if the Group had acted like it should have,
no one would have g ot ten the impression that they could get
whatever thoy wanted. "I feel we won't get anything substantive ,
only minor things, and it will appear as an atti~de of
prejudice toward
Puerto Hiicm."
As to specifics:
#On the minimum wage, Nerre endorsed flexibility . "Puerto
Rico should have flexibility to adjust gradually in accord with
economic realities. The islalild should raise wages as fast as
possible and should have some sort of deadline to reach US
levels."
\.
# On environmen~ntrol. "Under federal law Puerto Rico
already has the necesssary flexibility in the field of
. _ environmen tal protection. It has been abused here."
# On Block Grants. Ferre supports these; "there is a danger of
politicall abuse, but that is inevitable. "
# On the permanent Adhoc Commis r~ion. "I have no objection.
It ' s allright. It won't do a great deal of harm. ]t
cannot go beyond constitutio nal limits."
# On giving Puerto Rico . . . . power to regulate immigration a
"Unnece ssary. The Cubans have made a very positive contributio n.
It's a political thing done for political reasons."
I made efforts to se e San .juan Mayor Barlos Romero Barcelo,
the putative NPP candidate for governor in 1976, but he was in
transit from and 1111 to the mainland and did not return my
calls until he phoned me in New Ymrk Thursday evening, July 24.
Romero was upset and saw pitfalls and traps all
• • • through the work of the A dhoc Group. 1) He opposes
immigration control for the island, saying that if the US
becomes aware that Puerto Rico is asking for the right to
control immigration it will raise ~uestions about the 1.5 ..111111
million Puerto Rmcans who go to the Stc.tes for jobs or welfare .
"The affected communities will ask for retaliation of s ome sort",
i.e. they'J} want to set up barriers, too, against the 1.5 million.
2. Barcelo objects, too, to a provision re~uested by the Puerto
Rican members and approved by the whole Adhoc Group whereby
decisions on some is r.m es would ~e made jointly by the
Governor of Puerto Rico and the President of the us.
"The President would be allowing himself to be trapped. Here would
be a governor dealing with the President of the Rep ililio . "
3. "Ano ther trap would be the spelling out of Puerto Rico's
right to ~uestion the applicabil ity of federal laws", a favorote
of Rfs. Comm. B.Emi tez.. "Puerto Rico has the rig. lut to do so
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anyway. Spelling it out lends itself to pitfalls because
if the law is going to be interpreted, one can't be sure
of the interpretation of the points involved."
4. On the proposal for Puerto Rico to reguaate tariffs, '~e're
against."
5. As for the mnimum wage proposal, the Mayor says No. "We should
be fostering service industries paying higher wages and
requiring les s
capital."
But Romero endorses the block grants, sayit).g : "I've been
in the forefront of the fight for block grants."
He says he told Rep. Clawson that "Marlow Cook is trying to
railroac this thing through because he is not gettimg any
money for his work.
II
I've told Clawson there's no need to rush this thing ••

a

~This thing has more traps than it appe ars to have. They
(the Populares) will try to push through something that
Congres s will r ejec t .
Hernandez Colon, unlike Munoz, is not
convinced that independence is not feasible. He does not say
so publicly but privately he and his friends say they would
like independemce. Their stategy is either to get what they
want or to get such a rejection that would move them close::b
to independence."
I asked: "Ma~pr, a re you going to ask for public hearings
on aLL this?"- A long pause at the other end, then "I don't
know. We (the NPP) dom 1 t want to be blamed for further delay.
Besides, hearings would just add validity to the proceedings.. "
Another pause, then:uwe may appeal to the UN with the
Independentist as against this procedure!" Are you serious,
I asked.
Yes, Re replied.
Then he said that regarding
Mr. Cannon--he will be glad to make a trip to make himself
available to you.

I think you are right; there is a need for the task force on
Puerto Rico that you proposed. . last month.
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Mr. James M. Cannon
Assistant to the President for
Domestic Affairs
Executive Office of the President
The White House Office
Washington,
D. C. 20500

e~

Dear Jim:
I have already sent to you under separate
conver a copy of my recent letter to Don Rumsfeld
urging him to make the President aware of the serious
situation prevailing in the proceedings of the Ad Hoc
Advisory Committee on Puerto Rico.
I have repeatedly expressed my objections to
the way one half of the committee has perverted the
proceedings into an attempt to force the other half to
submit to a series of objectionable and unilateral
demands as a means of attempting to legitimize what
the overwhelming majority of the people of Puerto Rico
have repeatedly rejected at the polls.
All of you who have a role in this matter, as
well as the President should be aware of the situation.
Very sincerely yo

A. Ferre

